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KEY
A RECONFIGURED ENTRY DRIVE
B EXISTING WYB SHED
C MODIFIED GUEST DROP OFF
D PROPOSED RESTROOM, CONCESSIONS, STORAGE, SHIELD
E PEDESTRIAN PATH (±1/2 MILE LOOP)
F TRAIN OBSERVATION DECK
G RESERVABLE SHIELD
H GENERAL OPEN PARK SPACE (±0.6 ACRES)
I PLAYGROUND TRAIL
J FULL SIZE SOCCER/FIELD HOCKEY FIELD
K PROPOSED VEGETATION SCREEN
L NEW PARKING: ±42 SPACES
M EXPANDED PARKING: ±67 SPACES
N MODIFIED COMMUNITY CENTER PARKING: ±291 SPACES
O 80% REMAINING OF EXISTING COMMUNITY GARDENS

PARKING DATA
EXISTING PARKING: ± 406 SPACES
PROPOSED PARKING: ± 484 SPACES

80% REMAINING OF EXISTING COMMUNITY GARDENS